We present a comprehensive theoretical and experimental study of the solution phase properties of DNA-based family of nanoparticles -dendrimer-like DNA molecules (DL-DNA).
demonstrated the fabrication of a novel dendrimer-like DNA (DL-DNA) construct. The DL-DNA particles were synthesized in a controlled step-wise fashion from the enzymatic ligation of Yshaped DNA (Y-DNA) building blocks with rigid arms and specifically designed hybridization region known as "stiky-ends", leading to the formation of a highly charged and void-containing macromolecular assembly with tree-like architecture (see Methods for more details). Here, we perform a joint experimental/theoretical analysis of the shapes, sizes and form of these constructs, demonstrating their unique properties. We show that they are different from both sterically and charged-dominated dendrimers, they possess a regular spherical shape with voids, and are robust to the influence of added salt.
DL-DNA molecules are a clear example of novel functional nanostructures that can be assembled with remarkable control and subnanometer precision through programmable sticky-end cohesions. Unlike other chemical dendrimers, their built-in modularity allows tailored reshaping of the dendritic scaffold in terms of surface functionalization 32 and internal structure modification, 33 by employing standard tools from biofunctional chemistry. Thus, these DNA-based dendritic architectures have been envisioned to play a promising role in developing nano-barcode 34, 35 DNA-based vaccine 36 technologies, and functioning as a structural scaffold as well as a structural probe involving multiplexed molecular sensing processes. 37, 38 Furthermore, from the fundamental research perspective, their polyelectrolyte character and inherently open architecture near their center of mass, endow the DL-DNA particles with an ultrasoft repulsive potential 39 and penetrability; features which make the DL-DNA molecules optimal candidates for the experimental realization of recently proposed cluster-crystal structure. [40] [41] [42] The investigation of the structural properties of DL-DNA's at a single particle level, including their responsiveness to charge screening, is imperative for the development of emerging applications and for the understanding of intriguing collective phenomena related to this type of novel soft materials. Broadly speaking, access on global molecular characteristics such as particle diameter
and spatial structure at a very coarse-grained level, is feasible with numerous scattering techniques.
However, probing in detail the internal and surface morphology of a complex nanostructure is a challenging task. To this end, we adopted an approach of tackling the above issues by combining experiments and simulations to profound insights from the latter into quantities and properties not accessible to experimental techniques. As a prerequisite for establishing the reliability of the latter,
we first validate the model by comparing results from the simulation approach with accessible experimental findings.
System description. This attachment is achieved by enzymatic ligation, where the single-stranded ends of two different arms form a regular double-strand through base-pairing. In this paper we study experimentally and computationally DL-DNA macromolecules from the first generation, G1, up to the sixth generation, G6. We extend the theoretical model also to G7 dendrimer for selective quantities that spread light on the dendrimers' internal structure. Subgenerations of a GN dendrimer will be indicated by g i , i = 1, 2, ..., N . approach by assuming a bead-spring DNA model, where the interactions and the corresponding parameters are carefully chosen to mimic the structural properties of a single ds-DNA chain. 43, 44 This particle-based model for a dsDNA, which is presented in the following, has already been introduced in recent theoretical studies of polyelectrolyte brushes [43] [44] [45] and its validity has been tested in comparison with experiments in the context of salt-dependent forces between DNAgrafted colloids. [46] [47] [48] [49] Accordingly, each Y-DNA arm is modeled as a chain of charged monomers consisting of a single ds-DNA junction monomer followed by twelve ds-DNA chain monomers and a single-stranded end group of four monomers. While the first thirteen monomers correspond to base pairs, the last four represent single nucleobases. The connection between two Y-configurations is established by replacing four + four ss-DNA monomers with four ds-DNA monomers, see Fig. 2 .
The numbers of constituents of each generation are given in Table 1 .
The beads of the DNA-strands carry electric charges, mobile counterions are introduced in order to preserve the electroneutrality of the system. Additionally, we also introduce different concentrations of monovalent salt ions, Na + and Cl − , with the purpose of studying the influence of salt on the conformational characteristics of DL-DNA. The properties of each particle type can be seen in Table 2 . The steric interaction is described via truncated and vertically shifted Lennard- Jones potential, which is equivalent to the Weeks-Chandler-Andersen (WCA) potential, here with a possible horizontal shifting by r αβ as follows:
with the following parameters values: σ = 4 Å, = 1kJ · mol −1 and r αβ = r α + r β − σ (with α, β = M − , C + , or S ± , referring to monomers, counterions, and counter/co-ions belonging to the salt particles, respectively), where r M − = 9 Å and r C + = r S ± = 2 Å. This way, the excluded volume interaction between counterion particles reduces to the usual WCA interaction, diverging at zero separation, while the potential between monomers and ions diverges at a center-to-center distance of 7 Å and the interaction between monomers diverges at the distance of 14 Å, accounting for the larger size of the monomers. Thus, the steric interaction acts in the range of r ≤ 18.5 Å, corresponding to the value of the effective DNA helix diameter, which is approximately equal 20 Å.
Consecutive monomers along ds-DNA-or ss-DNA-strands are connected with bonds described by a harmonic bonding potential:
where the spring constant takes the value k b = 210 kJ/(mol · Å 2 ), giving a dispersion of about 0.15 Å, which is consistent with the values observed in structural studies of DNA. 50, 51 The equilibrium bond length is l b = 3.4 Å, (which renders the sping constant equivalent to
corresponding to the typical distance between base pairs in DNA. 44, 50 Comparing the bond length l b with the steric monomer-monomer interaction offset r M − M − = 14 Å reveals that neighbouring monomers in a straight configuration are located in the divergent regime of the WCA potential.
Therefore, we set the WCA steric interaction to only act between monomers which are not within the same chain and additionally exclude the steric interaction between the first five monomers located at the Y-DNA junctions.
The stiffness of ds-DNA is modeled via a harmonic bending-angle potential V bend (φ), which acts on the angle φ between the bonds connecting any monomer (index j) and to the two neighbouring monomers (indices j + 1 and j − 1):
where the constant of bending energy, k φ , takes the values: 
The bending energy constant value k φ = 750 kJ · mol −1 is chosen to reproduce the typical persistence length L = 500 − 1000Å of ds-DNA at low ionic strength. 52 While the bonds between the three central junction monomers are the same as between all other monomers, the Y-arms are fully flexible, i.e., the bending energy constant is chosen to be zero. Since the persistence length of unpaired ss-DNAs is lower than for ds-DNAs, 53 ,54 the degree of flexibility of the ssDNA end group monomer is set to k φ = 150 kJ · mol −1 .
Since each monomer bears an elementary charge q M − = −e < 0, a corresponding number of counterions with charge e > 0 is added to ensure overall electroneutrality of the system. Any two charged species α and β interact additionally via the Coulomb interaction
where r denotes interparticle separation, q α , q β ∈ {e, −e}, and the Bjerrum length λ B = e 2 r 0 k B T is set to λ B = 7 Å. Water is treated as uniformly dielectric with dielectric constant r = 80. The above described model is used in Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulations, details of the latter are given in the Methods section. A representative simulation snapshot for a G6 dendrimer is shown in Fig. 3 , where monomers pertaining to different subgenerations are presented by different colors. It can be seen that the connections between successive branching points are rather rigid segments with a strong overlap between neighboring monomers, while the sticky ends (i.e., the segments pertaining to ssDNA belonging to the outermost subgeneration) show a less stiff behavior.
Counterions are found to be absorbed into the interior of the dendrimer to a high degree.
Results and discussion
Comparison between experiment and simulation. -The overall size of the dendrimer can be characterized by its radius of gyration R g or its hydrodynamic radius R H . In principle, these quantities can be determined in simulations; they are also experimentally accessible by means of different scattering techniques, e.g., SANS, SAXS, or dynamic light scattering. However, in this contribution, we only calculate the radius of gyration, R g , from simulated systems via the following expression:
where N is the total number of monomers constituting the DL-DNA, r i denotes the positions of the individual monomers, and r com stands for the center of mass of the molecule. This quantity is readily accessible in MD simulations and enables us to assign a typical size to the molecule described by employed model. The hydrodynamic radius R H was experimentally determined using dynamic light scattering and measuring the diffusion coefficient in diluted dendrimer solutions. Though the two radii are different by definition, one measuring spatial extent and the other hydrodynamic drag, they differ in their values only by a small amount so that a comparison of R g from simulation with R H from experiment is a good way to validate the model. Moreover, static light scattering has been also employed to determine R g for dendrimers of higher generation numbers.
A comparison of the results originating from experiment, R H , and simulation, R g , is presented
in Fig. 4 . For G1 to G5 the results of R g and R H show excellent agreement, indicating the appropriateness of the underlying model. The two sets of data show small discrepancies for DLDNAs of higher generations, i.e., for G6 DL-DNAs; therefore, we show here also experimental 
Figure 4: (color online) Hydrodynamic radius R H (as extracted from experiment) and radius of gyration R g (as predicted in simulation) as functions of the generation index of DL-DNAs (as labeled). For DL-DNA of G5 and G6 experimental value of R g is also provided.
values of R g for G5 and G6 DL-DNAs. As experiments show, for G5 DL-DNAs radius of gyration coincides with hydrodynamic radius R g = R H , which on the other hand, fits nicely with the obtained simulation value. This matching between results of static and dynamic light scattering for G5 justifies our choice of comparing two different quantities that characterize the size of a dendrimers of lower generation numbers. We observe that both the experimental and simulation data exhibit a concave shape as function of generation index reflecting the non-linear growth of the dendrimer with increasing generation number. This feature can be explained by the observed increase of the molecules' sphericity with the growing monomer density at the periphery of the DL-DNA. As the sphericity of the dendrimer increases, as it is the case of G6 DL-DNAs, the ratio between the experimentally measured radius of gyration and the hydrodynamic radius deviates from 1 and goes toward smaller values, i.e. R g /R H = 0.94. For the sake of comparison, the theoretical value of this ratio is 0.778 for a homogeneous hard sphere 55 and 1.0 for hollow spheres with a infinitely thin shell. 56 Therefore, the significant discrepancy observed between the experimental becomes reasonable and one has to employ static light scattering in order to obtain better agreement with the results of performed type of simulations.
Conformational analysis. -A more detailed analysis of the form factor F mm (q) of the dendrimer provides a deeper insight into the structural properties of the dendrimer. The form factor is defined as
where the summation runs over all inter-monomer distances r ij and the brackets . . . stand for an average over all conformations, which restores rotational symmetry; here, q denotes the scattering wavevector, allowing to look at different scales within the molecule. At coarse length scales, qR g 1, the above expression reduces to the Guinier law:
which represents a useful relation between the form factor and the radius of gyration within the regime qR g 1. Via this expression, the radius of gyration can be extracted from experimental form factor data in the small wave-vector limit. An overview of the results for F mm (q) from simulation is given in Fig. 5 , where this function is shown on different scales. As eq. (8) implies, the form factor becomes equal to the total number of monomers of the molecule in the limit of small wave vectors, i.e., for q → 0. Further, we observe oscillations in F mm (q) for qσ ∼ 10 −1 ; the first local minimum becomes more pronounced with increasing generation index, signifying that these larger molecules possess a more spherical shape and that the sharpness of the molecules' boundary at the outermost shell increases. The rigidity of the ds-DNA strands within the molecule reflects in the large wave-vector behaviour of F mm (q), namely, the form factor satisfies the law F mm (q) ∼ q −1 in the limit of large wave vectors. 58 This is the typical scaling law for scattering from rigid rods, which is in contrast to flexible dendrimers, which usually scale with ∼ q −4 in the same range of q, according to Porod's law. 59 This outcome can be better understood in the context of scattering from fractal aggregates, it can be shown 60 that
for arbitrary systems of scatterers the scattering intensity F mm (q) scales with the wave vector as
where D m and D s are the mass and surface fractal dimensions, respectively. The size of a single monomer is a, while the size of the whole system is denoted as R. 
obeying the scaling law
with D = 1. By analyzing the form factor in this way, we have obtained a beautiful reflection of the distinctive behaviours of flexible and rigid dendrimers.
Additional insight into the conformational features of DL-DNAs can be acquired by analyzing the monomer-monomer pair correlation function. In Fig. 6 the radial distribution function g mm (r)
for DL-DNAs of generations G1 and G5 is plotted as a function of the distance r, given in units DL-DNAs is the density profile of the constituents of the macromolecule with respect to the center of mass of the dendrimer:
where the summation runs over all particles of a particular type, such as the monomers or the counterions; the vectors r i denote the corresponding positions of the particles. In Fig. 7 the density profiles for specific components of DL-DNA molecules are shown, focusing on a G3 (Fig. 7(a) ) and a G6 (Fig. 7(b) ) dendrimers, respectively. The different entities considered are (i) all monomers (without distinction; "total"), (ii) the monomers pertaining to a specific subgeneration, g i , and (iii) the counterions. The monomers are regularly distributed in concentric-like structures such that only minor overlap between subsequent subgenerations exists. This kind of behavior is typical for charged macromolecules with rigid bonds: 61,62 the strong Coulomb repulsion, combined with rigidity and the dendritic character prevent backfolding of the outer monomers towards the interior of the molecule, a feature that is in contrast to the standard dense-core model of dendrimers with flexible bonds. 63, 64 This rigidity is in addition reinforced by the Coulomb repulsion between like-charged monomers, resulting in a complete suppression of backfolding. Because the Y-DNAs of the individual subgenerations exhibit a transition at the junction, where one inward-facing arm splits into two outward facing arms, the corresponding density profiles feature a double-peak. This double-peak feature is not as pronounced in subgenerations with higher index g i , as the spatial distribution of these higher subgenerations is less coherent and more flattened out. The counterion density distribution closely follows the monomer density due to the system's propensity towards local charge neutrality and the spatial structure of the counterions is less pronounced due to an entropic 'smearing out' of the profiles. Overall, we obtain, especially for higher generations, almost flat-density molecules, whose monomer-and counterion-profiles are tunable by varying the generation index, GN . These 'uniform-density' nanostructures with a huge amount of free space in their interior (see the vertical scale in Fig. 7 ) are suitable for an analytical description using the Poisson-Boltzmann theory, 65, 66 since the constant ion density inside the molecule simplyfies analytical calculations. In the following, a more detailed analysis of the counterion condensation is presented. In our investigation we have encircled each arm of the individual Y-DNA elements by a tube of radius r;
we have then counted the percentage of ions Q t (r), captured in those cylinders. The dependence of Q t (r) on the tube radius r is depicted in Fig. 8(a) . Even though the considered system is electroneutral, a difference in the value of Q t (r) of approximately 20% between G1 and G5 dendrimers can be observed for tube radii larger than 3r M − C + . This observation is a direct consequence of an increase in the available volume provided by the larger dendrimers. The same effect can be seen in Fig. 8(b) , where the total amount of counterions absorbed by the dendrimers is shown, expressed via function Q s (r). When the radius of the sphere r that encircles the dendrimer, exceeds the size of the dendrimer r max only 40% of counterions is absorbed by a G1 DL-DNA, while with the increase of dendrimer generation number that percentage grows and it approaches 90% in the case of a G5 DL-DNA. It is also worth noticing that the transition of the counterion profile from the interior to the exterior becomes increasingly sharp as the dendrimer generation grows: accordingly, high-G DL-DNA's act as osmotic dendrimers, in full analogy with the osmotic polyelectrolyte stars, [67] [68] [69] which capture the counterions in their interior. However, in contrast to these, DL-DNA's are very robust against salinity, maintaining their size essentially unaffected by addition of large quantities of monovalent salt, as it will be shown in what follows. Figure 9 : (color online) Probability for the nearest junction-to-junction separation of successive subgenerations g i and g i+1 within a G6 DL-DNA given in units of the equillibrium bond length l b .
In Fig. 9 the probability of the nearest junction-to-junction separation of successive subgener- 
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G7, g 1 G7, g 3 G7, g 5 G7, g 7 G7, sticky ends (b) Figure 10 : (color online) The probability distribution P (φ) of angle φ of (a) the innermost subgeneration g 1 for DL-DNAs of generation index G1-G7 (as labeled) and (b) individual subgenerations within a G7 DL-DNA (as labeled). The distribution P (φ) is normalized as
index decreases by one. Accordingly, the innermost generations are pulled more strongly than the outermost ones; thus they are thus more rigid, more straight-line looking. This effect is also observable in the simulation snapshot (see Fig. 3 ) where it can be seen that the innermost branches In Fig. 10 (a) the probability distribution P (φ) of the angle φ for the innermost generations, g 1 , is shown for DL-DNAs of different generation index. The distributions all exhibit a pronounced maximum close to the value of a fully rigid dendrimer, i.e., φ ∼ = π. This feature again demonstrates that the interactions of our model tend to keep the monomer chains straight. A slight but visible enhancement of the peak (i.e., a reduction of the fluctuations) can be seen for the G7-dendrimer.
This indicates, that its inner generation is more stretched and thus more straight as the number of generation grows. This feature is one manifestation of the increased osmotic stretching force from the counterions. If we focus on a G7 molecule and look at the stretching of the various generations g i within the G7 DL-DNA, Fig. 10(b) , a similar trend can be observed: the distribution is rather sharply peaked close to the angle φ = π, pointing to stretched connections between the junction points. Again, one can notice that the probability distribution P (φ) for higher subgenerations displays a 'leakage' to smaller φ-values, indicating that the branches belonging to the outermost sub-generations are more flexible compared to the innermost branches, which is consistent with the finding on the inter-bonding separation, (see Fig. 9 ) and our interpretation of its physical origin. In addition, we also show in Fig. 10 (b) the probability distribution of angle φ corresponding to those parts of the chains that are characterized as a sticky-end. As it is expected, the function spreads over a wider range of possible conformational angles, reflecting the fact that sticky ends exhibit significantly more flexible behavior. (
Figure 11: (color online) P (θ i ), i.e., the probability distribution of angles θ i , (i = 1, 2, 3) of (a) the innermost subgeneration g 1 for DL-DNA of generation index G1-G7 (as labeled) and (b) the normalized sum over the three probability distributions P i (θ) of angles θ i of individual subgenerations within a G7 DL-DNA (as labeled). Each P (θ i ) is normalized as π 0 P (θ i ) dθ i = 1. Fig. 11 shows the corresponding probability distributions P (θ i ) for the angles θ i , (i = 1, 2, 3), for DL-DNAs of different generation index. In particular, in Fig. 11(a) we focus on the innermost generation, g 1 , of various GN -dendrimers and we do not distinguish between the three angles θ i , i = 1, 2, 3, since their distributions coincide by symmetry. The distinction is being made in Fig. 11(b) , for which we first collected statistics to determine the three individual distributions P i (θ) for the three angles denoted in the insets, and then we plotted their normalized sum (1/3) G7, g 1 G7, g 3 G7, g 5 G7, g 7 Figure 12 : (color online) P (θ Σ ), i.e., the probability distribution of the sum of the three junction angles θ Σ of the individual subgenerations within a G7 DL-DNA (as labeled). P (θ Σ ) is normalized as This observation is confirmed in the simulations, (see Table 3 ). The absence of any significant shrinking at low salt concentrations is the consequence of the rigidity of the molecule, i.e., the high persistence length. In order to overcome the stiffness of the molecule, one has to proceed to higher salt concentrations, i.e., above c = 10 mM; under such conditions the screening of the charge of the molecule starts to affect the Coulomb interaction between the monomers, inducing thereby the shrinking of the molecule. This reduction in size is more pronounced for higher dendrimer generations and it can range from approximately 10% to 15% for extremely high salt concentrations (i.e., c ∼ 1 M). Throughout, the decrease of R H is generations dependent and the critical salt concentration at which the molecule starts to shrink differs from generation to generation. The inset of Fig. 13 shows the comparison of the experimental results for the radius of gyration and for the hydrodynamic radius of G6 DL-DNA under the change of salt concentration. The both quantities show the same trend but with slightly more expressed shrinkage of R H over R g .
We have performed simulations of G4 DL-DNA for various values of salt concentration, and radius of gyration as a function of salt concentration is given in Fig. 14(a) . The comparison with the hydrodynamic radius obtained from experiments is also shown. From simulation, we From these data, one can conclude that the Coulomb interactions do stretch the bonds between the monomers, but the related effect is subdominant as compared to the role that rigidity has in suppressing significant changes in bond lengths.
The shrinking of flexible, charged polymers upon addition of salt can be physically traced back to the screening of the electrostatic interaction or to the enhanced osmotic pressure from the coand counterions at the exterior of the macromolecule. 68 For the case at hand, it is not clear that the same physical mechanism is at work since the shrinkage is minimal and the molecular architecture is different. To shed light into the mechanism behind the size reduction of the nanoparticle, we look at the density profiles with and without salt. In Fig. 15(a) , the monomer density profile for G4 DL-DNA is shown for salt-free case and for NaCl salt solution of concentration c = 30 mM in 
Conclusions
We have investigated the structural properties of DL-DNA at a single particle level with sizes ranging from G1 to G7. Additionally, we probed the salt-responsiveness of the complex nanostructure of said molecules with regards to backfolding of dendritic arms, providing a thorough investigation of the structural properties of these all-DNA nanostructures. Through a combination of experiments and molecular modeling, we provide an advancement of our understanding of such dendritic DNA constructs, which is essential for developing applications and investigating novel phenomena related to this type of soft material.
In colloidal polymer network terms, the high-G DL-DNA and ionic microgels share some common characteristics. Both, highly permeable to solvent molecules, can act as efficient absorber of their own counterions under salt-free conditions, and in very coarse-grained level their internal structure has a core-shell morphology. However, our results revealed that the DL-DNA's scaffold architecture and its inherent rigidity grand these all-DNA nanotructures with low internal monomer concentration, regular voids in their interior and, at the same time, a resilience against the addition of salt; intriguing and promising features which are absent in ionic microgels and they are expected to have significant impact on dendrimers' collective behavior. More specific, experimental as well as computational results show that varying the salt concentration only minimally affects the conformation and does not cause any backfolding of dendritic arms. This low salt-responsiveness allows for adjusting the effective interaction between different DL-DNA molecules without the dendrimers collapsing or their structure deforming significantly. In addition, the monomer density profiles revealed that high-G DL-DNA are dendrimers with almost flat-density and internal cavity with generation-independent size. The cavity space, located at the dendrimer's center of mass, found to be comparable to the size of G1 implying that the void interior can be engineered at subnanometer precision (at the level of a single level) by simply adjusting the arm length of the Y-DNA building block belonging to the first generation; thus allowing full control over the degree of dendrimer interpenetrability. We believe that the above properties, make these highly charged tailored empty-core/shell nanostructures ideal candidates for exploring novel forms of self-assembly such as cluster crystallization in the bulk. The current work set the pivotal point for the investigation on the many-body properties of concentrated DL-DNA systems, which will be the subject of the future work.
Methods
Here, we briefly specify some of the experimental as well as simulation techniques employed in this work.
DNA sequences and synthesis of DL-DNA. -The DL-DNA nanostructures were fabricated following the synthetic procedure described in reference, 35 which is based on two assembly proce- The sequences of DNA strands used to create the DL-DNA constructs are slightly modified compared to those reported in reference, 35 in order to minimize the total number of different strands necessary for synthesizing all-DNA dendrimers up to the 6 th generation. The sequences of DNA strands were designed using the program SEQUIN. 70 All DNA strands used in this study were purchased from Integrated DNA Technologies, Inc. (www.idtdna.com), phosphorylated at their 5'-end and purified by denaturing polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis. The DNA strand concentrations were determined by measuring the absorbance at 260 nm with a micro-volume spectrometer (NanoDrop 2000).
DNA sequences and construction scheme for synthesizing the all-DNA dendrimers used in this study, are listed below. The bold letters correspond to sticky-end sequence and p indicates the position of the phosphate modification. where β is an instrumental factor related to the spatial coherence constant and depends only on the detection optics, n the refractive index of the solvent and θ the scattering angle. C(q, t)
was analyzed via an Inverse Laplace Transform (ILT) using the CONTIN algorithm 71 and the average relaxation time was determined from the peak of the distribution of relaxation times. The translational diffusion coefficient, D = Γ/q 2 , was found to be q-independent (Γ is the measured relaxation rate). The hydrodynamic radius was extracted from the measured diffusion coefficient D assuming validity of the Stokes-Einstein relation, R H = kT /6πηD (k is the Boltzmann constant,
T the absolute temperature and η the solvent viscosity) for spherical objects, (see Fig 17) . ln(I(q)) Figure 17 : Intermediate scattering functions, C(q, t), at different angles for a dilute G6 all-DNA dendrimer aqueous solution at a concentration of 15 nM and under mild-salinity conditions (50 mM NaCl). For such dilute regime only a single translational diffusion process is observed. Indeed, the C(q, t) is a single diffusive relaxation which is clearly confirmed by the q 2 dependence of the decay rate, D = Γ (top inset). Bottom inset: The natural logarithm of the reduced static light scattering intensity for the G6 dendrimer as a function of q 2 (Guinier plot). In both insets, the slopes (red lines) were used for the extraction of the R H (top) and R g (bottom).
The radius of gyration R g of the higher DL-DNA generations was extracted from SLS experiments in very dilute aqueous solutions. The scattered intensity of the solution I sol , the solvent I solv and the pure toluene I tol were recorded over an angular range from 15 o to 150 o corresponding to scattering vector q in range of 3.46 × 10 3 < q < 2.55 × 10 2 nm −1 . The pure toluene was used as a scattering-angle-independent standard to account the dependence of the scattering volume on the scattering angle. Thus, the scattered intensity I of the DLDNA particles was determined as follows:
I(q) = (I sol (q) − I solv (q))/I tol (q). The R g was obtained from SLS experiments by performing a Guinier plot: ln (I(q)) = ln (I(0)) − (q 2 R 2 g )/3. All experiments reported here were performed at room temperature.
Simulation description. -To simulate the behaviour of the above described macromolecular system with given interactions we employ molecular dynamic (MD) simulations. Simulations are performed using two independent platforms, namely ESPResSo 72, 73 and LAMMPS. 74 The time steps used is ∆t = 10 −3 τ , where τ = mσ 2 / , so that the total running time of the simulations extends over 10 ns (i.e., over 10 8 simulation steps). The box size is chosen to keep the total particle density, ρ p , independent of dendrimer generation. This number density is set to the value of ρ p = 5 × 10 −7 Å −3 in order to avoid self-interaction via periodic boundaries while keeping the box size small at the same time.
Canonical ensemble is applied and periodic boundary condition are applied. The evaluation of electrostatic interactions is performed using the Ewald summation method 75 and the multilevel summation method 76, 77 (MSM) for ESPResSo and LAMMPS, respectively, with a relative force accuracy of 10 −5 . Langevin thermostat is chosen and set to preserve the temperature of T = 298 K.
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